ISSUE 7 — September 2013

See our new website – Kathy Evans has done a wonderful job.
COMING EVENTS
September 11 Wednesday: 7.00pm Derwent Storms AGM, Rosny LINC (library) Bligh Street,
Rosny Park — followed by drinks and nibbles.
September 15 Sunday: 9.00–12noon (or following paddling). On behalf of DBTas we are
hosting a celebration of Dragon Boating for and about our four club members and their
Aussie success in Hungary.
September 28 Saturday: 9.30am. DBTas Sprint Event
October 6–7 Sunday–Monday: Australian Masters’ Games, Geelong
October 26 Saturday: 9.30am. DBTas Sprint Event
November 30 Saturday: 9.30am. DBTas Sprint Event

PADDLING TIMES—please arrive 30 minutes before the scheduled starting time to
assist in preparing the boats and equipment
Sunday morning: 8.30am. – 10.00am.
Tuesday evening: 6.30pm. – 7.30pm.
Wednesday morning: 9.30am. – 10.30am.
Thursday evening: 6.30pm. – 7.30pm. — This session resumes in September
Saturday morning: 8.30am. — 9.30am.

VICE-PRESIDENT’S REPORT

O

nce upon a time there were four
paddlers, Jenny Willing, Jan Breen,
Alison Mourant , Martin Turner, all
members of the Derwent Storms Dragon Boat
Club, who left their little cubby house on the
shores of the River Derwent at Lindisfarne to
compete on the world stage, as members of
the Australian Auroras team, at the World
Championship Dragon Boat Regatta, hosted at
Szeged in Hungary.
We welcome home the four paddlers and
congratulate them wholeheartedly on their
tremendous success at the Regatta. As members of the Aurora team they were the proud

recipients of nineteen medals including gold,
silver and bronze … WOWWWWWWW.
Their personal success on the International
stage will change the face of Dragon Boat
racing in Tasmania, raising awareness of this
young sport, encouraging the recruitment of
new paddlers, thus enabling DB Tasmania to
progress with the setting up of new clubs
across the Tasmanian demographic.
The intent of The Derwent Drum when it was
set up, not so very long ago, was to capture a
word/photo history of the club in a single
repository of information. How lovely it is to
be writing about such a significant historical
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moment in the life of such a young club.
Members winning medals at an International
Dragon Boat meet.
An enormous thank you to all Derwent Storms
members, to DATH, MOCO and other paddling
communities who pulled together so magnificently to get the guys to Hungary.

I

You certainly have a share in these medals.
This issue of the Drum is themed about
International events, whether competitive or
recreational, and using the words of Marilyn’s
article, we can say ‘one wonders where
paddling will take you next??’
Anne Carey Vice President Derwent Storms.

(OUR ABSENT) COACH’S REPORT — from Paris!!

am writing this report sitting in a cafe in
Paris escaping the rain. This is the first day
since arriving in Europe that it has not
been sunny and hot.
The World championships were a truly
memorable experience. To see so many elite
paddlers from all over the world was amazing,
but to actually be paddling with them was
truly an awesome experience.
Martin, Jenny, Jan and I are bringing home
with us some wonderful memories, as a coach
I bring home more ideas and of course the
icing on the cake is that we are bringing home
19 individual medals. I hope the knowledge

we have gained will help to grow our sport in
Tasmania.
We are about to start a new season of Dragon
boating and thanks to Donna and Mike,
training has started for those attending the
Masters Games. I encourage all paddlers to
make the most of any opportunity that arises
to go to any of these competitions as it is a
wonderful experience and an eye-opener to
see lots of dragon boats together.
Until my return — happy paddling and au
revoir from Paris.
Alison Mourant (7 August 2013)

COACH’S REPORT FROM THE RIVER DERWENT

S

ince the winter break, we have had
some really good numbers turning up for
training for our August paddles. Unfortunately, the weather has not been very
promising at times but in true Stormers spirit,
we have made the most of every opportunity.
As Derwent Storms are sending a team to the
Masters Games in October, the coaching plan
has returned our focus to the aerobic ability
and recovery (technique, rhythm and control)
commonly referred to as the ‘green zone’.
Whilst sometimes it seems a tad boring, the
benefits from this sort of paddling certainly
pay off long term and it is definitely a good
base on which to build.
To break the repetition of a longer paddle, we
have been adding in a bit of the power work
with some straight arm paddling and I am sure
you will agree it is really amazing to feel the

difference to the speed and power of the boat
once this is switched on. I think on average
the speed increases up to 2km/hour.
The last week of August sees us move to the
aerobic and anaerobic ability (speed distance
and power) the ‘yellow zone’ then it will only
be five weeks until the Games.
I must say that I feel really encouraged by the
number of paddlers who have taken on some
extra activities to help improve their health
and fitness. Keep up the good work Stormers
— you are inspiring others to take up the
challenge!
Thanks to Kathy, Sue and Mike who have
stepped in to help me out with the coaching
during August.
Donna Fittock
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A LIFETIME EXPERIENCE
Martin Turner

W

hat a year this has been, the whole
experience of extra training both
on the water and at the gym just to
get to the first camp was an achievement in
itself, lifting my fitness to a level I haven’t
seen for 30 years — however, with the support from this amazing club anything is
achievable if you want it badly enough.
The most stressful experience at the first
camp was trying to line up for a race start
against four other competitors, a 400m race
in a TK1 which was a new experience for me,
the first race was not good to say the least I
couldn’t keep a straight line. Luckily they got
better the next day and to my surprise managed to win all my races and pass all the fitness tests.
The second camp what a blast all the extra
work back on the Derwent with the club paid
off I handled the work load of 8 x 500m at
race speed and then 2km races with no problems my fitness and now my technique was
on track it was a hard 3 days but very enjoyable ? (I must be a bit mad)
The third camp in Gyor was full on first time
with all the Australia team together training
and this went to the next level. Racing against
other teams in 2km 1km 500m and of course
the 200m sprints, the pressure was on the
sweeps practicing their race turns in a fast
flowing river was very exciting.
The most exciting and nervous training was
being towed by a speed boat up to a speed of
around 25km. Luckily we only had to hold that
speed for a short time that was just to experience the way the water feels at speed and
how to cope with a fast stroke. We were then
ready and pumped for the championships.
Szeged world championships
We had our first look and training session at
the excellent Olympic rowing course the
weather was 34 degrees like it had been all
the time in Hungary.
The opening ceremony on the evening of the
23rd — what an honour to be with 326 Australian team members and being the first

team to lead the march through the centre of
Szeged with 3000 paddlers walking behind us
one of those moments in your life you never
forget. The next day was 2km racing on the
beautiful River Tisza in the centre of Szeged
what a race we had I could not believe we
won gold on the first day. Being presented
with a gold medal is one of ‘those moments’
in your life. From then on we were out at the
rowing course it was amazing to see over 28
nations represented.

You could feel the pressure building with all
the races, the starts were very nerve racking it
was so critical to get a good start so much
power and speed in the boat after 5 grunts
and 20 fast power strokes we were flying —
what an experience, and to win silver in the
500 and a bronze 200 metres made all those
long cold nights on the Derwent with a great
team pay off.
Big thanks to all who helped and supported
the four of us in our long journey to get to the
world dragon boat championships — you rock
Stormers and look out Canada there might be
more Derwent Storms coming.
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Donna’s chant for the four Auroras before their departure to Hungary
We’re here to see our team mates go
To Hungary is their next big show
We know that you all want to win
But we’ll be happy with whatever bling
Now go away and do us proud
From Tassie you will hear us growl
Go you mongrels have great fun
‘cause 2 heads are always better than one.

On Sunday 15 September 9.00 am–12 noon join DBTas as they host a celebration of
the success of these, our four club members on their return from Hungary

THE NIGHT WAS DARK AND STORMY
Joan Lang

Y

es, it was a particularly foul night outside but this didn’t daunt over 200
people who squeezed into Lindisfarne
Rowing Club for our recent Trivia Night — and
wasn’t it worth their effort to come! Quite a
few say it was the best trivia night they’ve
ever been to. Me too – and I’ve attended far
too many to count.
The event was a DBTas initiative to raise
money for our Tassie Auroras, with southern

clubs combining to organise it. A special
thank you must go to Jane and Andrew
Lovibond who are truly amazing.
They
directed the whole team, and put in a lot of
hours to make it run so smoothly.
Andrew was MC kept the night moving along
nicely. The questions were great and varied
and with lots of pictures; the auction provided
people with good buys, except for Dave Cross
who somehow bought his own bath tub back.
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It saves transporting it I guess. Food was
delicious and just kept coming. And the
outfits were great. Who can forget Donna
dressed in a sequinned Union Jack; or the
MoCoers all dressed as Mario with Gaylene
even sporting chest hair; or Andrew in
Lederhosen; Helen Russell wearing the Welsh
flag so well, and many, many more?

A big thank you goes to all who helped and to
everyone who came and made it so much fun.
The night raised $5950.10 from ticket sales,
raffle, auction and donations for our Auroras,
a great success.
Just one suggestion for next time though: —
include Dave with the bath (as follows) and
you’ll raise a fortune!!

TRIVIA NIGHT PRIZE
Tricia Sharples

W

hat a wonderful thought and thank
you to Belinda Kendall-White who
organised the marvellous Trivia
Night prize of a “behind-the-scenes” tour of
TMAG … it was the best prize for a good cause
and the winners received equal enjoyment as
the Aurora team members benefitted from
the fund raising. The prize was for six happy
recipients so Dave (Cross) and Helen (Cordell)
gathered up a willing band for the experience.
We (a group of mostly non-paddlers) were
met one fine Monday afternoon at the new
entrance to TMAG, off Dunn Place, by the Director himself, Bill Bleathman. Bill has an encyclopaedic knowledge of the Museum’s collection and history and he happily imparted
this to us during out tour which lasted for an
hour and a half, beginning with the original
commandant’s cottage which is nestled within
the Museum’s precinct — it is interesting to

note that the land it sits on, facing Davey
Street, was the shoreline in colonial times.
Our tour included areas usually out of view for
the general visiting public — the photographic
studios, print collection store and vaults in the
wing on Davey Street that originates from the
‘60s. This is a rabbit warren and treasure
trove all-in-one, holding exhibits and spares
(not already at the archive area in Rosny) as
well as the work area for curating and preparation of exhibits. In one of the rooms is the
collection of old Thylacine bits — including
some rather mangy looking stuffed exhibits,
as well the international best collection of
foetuses in jars (… erk).
Other highlights included a blow-by-blow
description of raising the roof and seeing the
new exhibits on all floors of the Bond Store.
All these are receiving praise and prizes for
innovative displays in the Museum world. It
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really is a marvel to see how world-class the
exhibits are now and the Museum staff members are duly proud of their workplace and
the proposed improvements in the second
stage. We certainly appreciated the tour and
thank the Director of TMAG for the time he
took out of his schedule just for us. This was a
prize well worth fund-raising for!
Right: 3–4 month old thylacine pup.
Collection: Tasmanian Museum and Art Gallery
http://www.utas.edu.au/library/exhibitions/thylacine/virtual.htm

VOGALONGA VENTURE
Marilyn Percey

F

rom a casual conversation over a Banjo’s
coffee with paddling buddy Donna
Fittock, to paddling a dragon boat down
the Grand Canal in Venice with the applause
of hundreds of onlookers ringing in our ears
….these paddles do travel!
With no more than a vague Facebook
confirmation in broken English from Donna’s
contact in Italy, we crossed all our fingers and
toes and hoped like hell that we would, in
fact, have a seat in the Rome Pink Butterflies’
dragon boat for the Vogalonga.
What is the Vogalonga, you may ask!
The first Vogalonga took place in 1974, as a
protest against the growing use of powerboats in Venice and the swell damage caused
to the structure of the city. Unfortunately,
the international success of the Vogalonga
rowing marathon has not brought any
decrease in the water traffic, in fact it has
worsened. This non-competitive race is an
iconic event, now held annually, with the
number of entries growing every year. This
year’s event was the 39th and attracted over
1700 craft. The course is 32 kms, with dragon
boats paddling the shorter distance of 21 kms.
Airfares were paid for, accommodation booked and cruises secured. Hell or high water we
were going to paddle in the Vogalonga, we
hoped!! The group now numbered seven,
with Donna, Annette Wilson, Lyn Gough,
Miriam Fletcher, Michael and I, and Lyn’s
school friend Barbara Harris, a fellow dragon

boater, now living in Perth. We flew out
independently, with plans to come together in
Venice for the Vogalonga and then travel by
rail to Florence, where we had entered the
Florence Dragon Boat Pink regatta.

Florence
Michael and I flew to Barcelona for five days.
Despite the cool, damp weather we familiarised ourselves with the city and by the end of
our visit, were well and truly Gaudi-ed out
(those of you who have had the pleasure of
seeing Barcelona will know exactly what I
mean). It was a great start to our five week
journey, and we enjoyed the city and its
paella, tapas and, of course, the sangria.
Next stop Bellagio, on the shores of beautiful
Lake Como, George Clooney’s backyard. Our
accommodation was top-rate with a view to
die for. The countryside is truly spectacular,
and apart from rugging up with thermals to
fend off the cold and trudging through very
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heavy rain and fog, we loved it. It is a definite
‘go back to’ place. Then it was on to Venice to
meet our fellow Vogalongans.
We shared an apartment tucked away in the
laneways of Venice, with Michael being brave
enough (or silly enough) to be the only male
amongst six women. Surrounded by wet
knickers, bras and other items of clothing left
to dry hanging over the bidet, and throughout
the apartment, I must say he coped well.
Growing up the younger brother of 5 sisters
held him in good stead.

Vogalonga with pink butterflies
We had been to Venice before on a tour, but
only briefly. This visit showed us a very different aspect of the city, and we loved it. The
traffic using the canals has to be seen to be
believed.
The day of the Vogalonga arrived, and a very
cool, dreary and wet day if was. With only a
vague reference on a map we headed off to
the appointed meeting place, where the rest
of the crew (Rome Pink Butterflies) were to
meet us. They arrived on the Jolly Roger, a
replica pirate ship. Certainly not what you
expect to see on the canals of Venice! By now
we were becoming attuned to ‘the Italian
way’ and relaxed and just let it all happen ‘in
good time’.
As a spectator, it would have been an awesome sight, with the number and variety of
craft swarming the canals. We had to pinch
ourselves at our good fortune to be part of
this amazing event.
It was with a great deal of satisfaction that we
later celebrated with limoncello and aperol
spritz, and planned our next adventure … pad-

dling under the Ponte Vecchio on the Arno
River, in Florence. Again we were welcomed
in to the Rome Pink Butterflies crew, where
we raced against other crews of Italian,
German, Canadian, American, English, South
African and Australian paddlers.
Leaving the group, Michael and I caught the
train to Positano, the jewel in the crown of
the Amalfi Coast. Although very touristy, this
is a quaint little village perched on the side of
a hillside. Gladly, we left driving the narrow,
windy roads in the area to the locals, who
managed it with great skill.
Then it was on to Naples for a flight to
Istanbul. What an interesting city this is, with
everyone you come across a carpet salesman
and related to someone who either lives in
Sydney or Melbourne. The ‘hard sell’ does
become a bit annoying, but the Turkish
people have a friendly approach, and greet
you with a smile and ‘Let me sell you something you don’t need’ or ‘How can I take your
money from you’. Our accommodation in the
Old City was close to the Blue Mosque, and,
surprisingly, we found the ‘call to prayer’
chanting heard from every mosque throughout the day and night, quite comforting.
In Istanbul we boarded the Azamara Journey
for a seven day cruise. The vessel carrying
660 passengers was absolutely fabulous. We
had two stops in Turkey, before cruising the
Greek Islands. At our first port, we opted for
a tour to Gallipoli. Standing on the beach at
Anzac Cove under a clear blue sky and in absolute stillness and quiet, it was hard to imagine the carnage that had occurred there so
long ago.
The ruins of Ephesus amazed us, and then it
was on to the islands of Kos, Rhodes, Santorini
(of course we rode the donkeys up the
hillside), and Mykonos, before docking in
Athens, where we did a quick whistle stop bus
tour of the Acropolis and the city sights.
After five weeks away, we headed for home …
and the Tasmanian winter!
It was an amazingly varied trip, and we had
the very best time … even before the plane
landed in Hobart the thought crossed my
mind … where will these paddles take us
next????
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PADDLING IN FNQ!
Belinda Kendall-White

T

ownsville Spitfires is a Club with a
membership mix similar to ours, its
members friendly and welcoming, as I
found out on a recent trip north for a
fortnight of music festivals!
After initial email contact, I was invited to join
them first for a casual, social paddle on the
waters along The Strand which looks towards
the beautiful Magnetic Island. Two old-style
wooden boats are kept on the beach there,
another in a shed at their Ross River trainingbase.
The next morning I joined them for a 15km
endurance paddle on the beautiful Ross River
south-west of the CBD, training for the
upcoming inaugural Cairns Masters. It was a
MAGIC morning, a warm sun beating down,
tall eucalypts gently reflected in the water –
and peaceful, until several speed boats
arrived!

Given several of their paddlers couldn’t be at
the training session I was asked to be one of
four strokes — a challenge indeed, especially
with a heavy wooden paddle. We paddled for
about 1¾ hours, the last 250 metres including
several strong Level 4 surges as we powered
to the ‘finish’.
The coach then invited me to join the team in
Cairns (especially after NOT collapsing) but
sadly, prior commitments, and what I felt was
a lack of training, saw me say no.
WIN, Channel 7, and the local paper, the
Townsville Bulletin came to capture the
moment when we loaded the first of two
boats ready for the drive north! I am now a TV
‘star’!
Autographs later folks!
STOP PRESS: the team came second twice over
the weekend!

-----------------------------------------------------------------

WELCOME TO PENANG MALAYSIA
Helen Russell

M

y sister Jennifer and I arrived in
Penang in July. We loved every
minute of our trip to this gorgeous
tropical island off Maylasia, from its beautiful
beaches and fabulous food and a wide range
of tourist attractions.
Our accommodation was superb Bay View
Beach at the end of Batu Ferringhi Beach,
nestled amongst beautiful gardens right on
the beach.
On offer were
massages,
reflexology, wellness spa , large pool and the
best pina calodos, delivered to you on the
beach by a very happy bar man riding a
bicycle. (He never spilt a drop.) We were able
to wander along the beach, checking out the
quaint waterfront cafés, sampling local dishes
from the hawker stalls — the locals all
interested in Tasmania and of course lots of
bargains at the local night markets, and we
soon became experts at Haggling.

So many higlights! Around Island tour Sammys
way … Tropical Spice Garden home to over
500 exotic varieties of herbs, plants, every
spice you could imagine grown there.
Batik factory –A tour of the factory explaining
the Handrawn Batik technique and process —
extremely interesting all hand done. Sarongs,
tablecloths, gowns, scarves art work of
flowers, leaves abstract swirls and the most
gorgeous colors. The Butterfly farm, every
colour imaginable, over 3,000 living
specimens, over 50 rare and exotic butterflies,
frogs, scorpians snakes, lizards insects and
more!
You don’t get out of Penang without visiting
one of the many Temples: we did all of them.
In one I was blessed by a monk with Holy
water, safe travel , peace, happiness and a
first at Geelong Masters Games
WAT
CHAYAMAGKALARAM — Thai Buddist temple
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— the largest reclining buddha statue in the
world … the statue is completely gold plated
and measures 33 metres in length, The
temple of Ten thousand buddhas where I
purchased a beautiful green jade Buddha, he
sits proudly at home in the entrance. They
told me if I rub his tummy every day I’ll come
into wealth?
Penang Hill is a panoramic view of the city
that’s 2,723 feet above sea level, we took a
funicular train (now that’s an idea for Mt
Wellington). Checked out Teluk Bahang Dam
the home of the Dragon Boaters, Batu Naung,
a fishing village, Penang national park, home
of the green turtle, tropical fruit farm. July is a
perfect month for all the beautiful tropical
fruits DELICIOUS, Like a banana or two.
When planning my trip ro Penang I decided to
contact a Penang dragon boat club as I was
very interested in Dragon boating the Penang
way (good old Facebook). Chatting to Wen
Dong Hong I arranged to meet with him in
Penang; unfortunateley his club, Pacific West,
was enjoying a rest period. I organised with
Wen to meet up at our hotel lobby — great to
finally meet him and his girlfriend Pearlyn
Tan. Of course we chatted about DRAGON
BOATING Tricks of the Dragon boat world, I
chatted long and hard telling him all about our
Derwent Stormers, showcasing many photos
of Stormers on the picturesque Derwent.
Both Wen and Pearlyn were amazed at the

snow capped Mt Wellington and our attire of
longsleeves beanies gloves … ha and
commented on our colours of the bright stand
out Green WHAT A MOMENT … so he was
very surprised when I passed him a gift THE
LOOK ON HIS FACE when realising he had in
his possession 1 DERWENT STORMS RACING
TOP … and he was so stoked when I pointed
out our dragon’s 2 heads, of course
demanding he try it on immediateley, with
smiles all round and lots of laughter we had
the entire lobby checking us out, CURIOUS
MINDS … He absolutely luved it — telling me
he will wear it with HONOUR –

AND a personal invite for Derwent Stormers
to participate in their Penang Regatta in June
2014 — UMMM

BOSTON—NEW YORK—VANCOUVER AND The Tortoise …
Helen Crosby

O

n a recent overseas adventure, and
faced with the prospect of not paddling for eight weeks, I emailed two
Dragon Boat clubs to see if I could get a
paddle. The first outing was in Boston and the
second New York. The two outings could not
have been more different, but the differences
came from the setting, the weather and the
training routine rather than the paddling and
the paddlers.
In Boston I was a brisk 15 minute walk from
the river, and in rather cold and threatening
conditions the equipment was pulled out from

lockers under a shed.
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The club boat was retrieved from a river
mooring, and although we did not have a full
crew we began the session in good spirits. We
had a short warm-up and once on the water,
the drills commenced almost immediately and
went as follows:

Rotation = 20 strokes and at each 5 increase
power level starting at 60 to full power level
getting boat up to speed

Drill of 12 strokes:

2 short 1 long x 3,
completing 3 sets and ending with paddles up
(requires lots of thinking)

Grab/exit = 20 strokes followed by 30
seconds of short strokes concentrating on
using core to complete quick short strokes
(g/e)

Start = 5 dig deep + 10 strokes of g/e.
Coached by the sweep and open comments
on style of individual paddlers, suggesting
more height, straight arms, etc.
Our plan to paddle to the MIT campus was
spoilt by lightning and thunder and we raced
back to finish our 40 minute session.
In vivid contrast, the effort to get to Flushing
Meadow in New York was almost a training
session on its own, but it was both
entertaining and rewarding to conquer two
subways, with a change at Grand Central
Station, and a brisk walk to arrive just within
the hour I estimated I would need. I was both
pumped and hot when I arrived to do a run
and warm-up routine. By way of contrast my
hosts were relaxed in attitude and dress
having also arrived by public transport.
The morning was hot and sunny, the water
smooth and we managed a full hour of
training. Several club members were
competing in Philadelphia with a composite
crew, so they were pleased to have me
paddling. This crew was quite a bit younger
than me (next eldest was a 42 y.o. English guy
recently re-located from HK) and several
members were paddling as part of a broader
fitness routine and had no aspirations to
compete. Like Boston, their equipment was
stored in a locker — one of several located on
the boardwalk.

Boardwalk storage at Flushing Meadow, NY
The NY club followed a training pattern similar
to ours with a mixture of endurance and short
sets. Paddlers in both Boston and NY almost
always sat in the same seat with no change of
sides. Coaching was direct with both the
Stroke and the Sweep directing and
demonstrating style.
Several other crews enjoyed the perfect
conditions, including one of the US teams
heading to Hungary.
US team training
For me, it was a perfect interlude from sightseeing and crowded streets!
Several weeks and many miles later (after 28
days and 2000 miles on the Green Tortoise
Alaskan Expedition, I extended the experience
by participating in a warm-up session with a
club in Vancouver. Also in perfect conditions,
the crew was preparing for competition in
Shanghai and went through the usual routine
including 1 minute 12 seconds of planking
and Body lift from elbows by backing onto
the large granite stones set on the boardwalk
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Many boats were already on the water and
making the most of a clear blue, bright sunny
evening. I took note of their start and it
seemed to be:
1-2-3 Up, 1-2-3 up, and then up again for
about 10 strokes, then long/strong/ up … with
a standing coach in each boat.
North American crews have a much shorter
season, with paddling beginning in April/May
and ending in September/October and have
many opportunities to compete in both the
USA and Canada.
There was a certain informality with the crews
on every occasion, and I was aware that for
many, the paddle was a chance to forget their
jobs, get some fresh air and exercise, and
achieve personal and team goals.
That said, I was pleased the clubs were happy
with my effort, all due to the good training at
Derwent Storms!
As an aside, my adventure took me to Chicago
before Boston & NY.
The Alaskan expedition dipped in and out of
Canada and the USA. Beginning in San
Francisco we headed to the Canadian Rockies
before returning to the coast and ferrying the
Alaskan Marine Highway up to Juneau, the
capital of Alaska. From Haines, I flew over
Glacier Bay NP, a truly fantastic hour in which
I saw many glaciers. The journey continued
into the Yukon with more great walks and
Dawson City to conquer before moving on to
Fairbanks and Anchorage. I have happy
memories of many nights in my tent, the
‘moosquitoes’, the giggling nights in good
company, the 2 a.m. sunset colours company,

Yukon River, Dawson City 2 a.m.
the snow covered mountains of the Lynn
Canal (below)

my aching legs stretched to their limit in
Denali NP (below),

the fantastic hot springs, and the wonderful
people who restored my faith in human
nature and inspire me to fill my days with
even more adventures.

-----------------------------------------------------------We welcome contributions for The Derwent Drum.
Please forward any items for the December issue to both Leonie and Anne by 20 November.
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NEW WALKING-OUT TOP
Introducing the club’s new walking out top in
a breathable fabric. Samples in men’s and
women’s sizes will be available to try on, on
Saturday 31 August and Sunday 1 September. Orders, on forms which will also be
available, must be accompanied with
payment, and close Sunday 8 September.
Tops will be back before the Masters’ Games.
Cost will be $20 each, including embroidered
club logo.

-----------------------------------------------------------

Derwent Storms' team members at the Australian Masters’ Games
Torrens River, Adelaide, October 2011
Can the 2013 Geelong team equal the Adelaide results?
Silver medal Masters’ Open 10, Bronze in Masters’ Mixed 10 and Bronze in Masters’ Mixed 20?
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